Risk factors for a low weight gain in the early stage of adolescent anorexia nervosa inpatient treatment: findings from a pilot study.
Body weight restoration is a major treatment aim in juvenile inpatients with anorexia nervosa (AN) (i.e., 500-1000 g/week according to the German guidelines). Several studies suggest the early weight gain to be crucial for remission. The identification of patients at risk of a low early weight gain could enable an adequate adaptation of treatment. Thus, we aimed at detecting risk factors of a low weight gain during inpatient treatment. The presented work analyzes data from a pilot study in 30 female adolescent inpatients with AN (restricting subtype; age range at admission: 12.6-17.6 years). Premorbid characteristics, history of symptomatology, anthropometric data, and eating-disorder psychopathology were compared between those who gained at least an average of 500 g/week during the first 7 weeks of treatment (high weight gainers, HWG) and those who did not (low weight gainers, LWG). At admission, LWG (n = 15) had a significantly higher BMI(-SDS) and scored significantly higher in the eating-disorder examination questionnaire (EDE-Q) than HWG (n = 15). A logistic regression analysis indicated both parameters to be independently associated with a low weight gain. Higher EDE-Q scores seem to be a major risk factor for a low weight gain at the beginning of treatment. Moreover, a higher BMI(-SDS) at admission does not necessarily indicate a less severe AN symptomatic, as it was associated with a lower weight gain in our sample during the first 7 weeks of treatment. Reassessment of our results in larger studies is required to draw firm conclusions for clinical practice. Level V.